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Abstract

A graph hierarchy is formed by imposing multiple levels of the
machine hierarchy on the input graph. For each level, all vertices on
the same locale, along with the edges between them are coarsened
into a single super-vertex representing the underlying sub-graph,
and all edges between locales are represented by a single superedge, representing the communication between the locales.
For a large class of graph algorithms, including breadth-first
search, PageRank, k-core decomposition, connected components,
topological sort, betweenness centrality, community detection,
graph coloring, etc., the vertex sends the same information to all
its neighbors. In such cases, using a hierarchical approach allows
the communication to be reduced by sending a single update per
location (processor, node, etc.) and applying it to all local vertices
on the receiving location.

Large-scale graph computing has become critical due to the everincreasing size of data. However, distributed graph computations
are limited in their scalability and performance due to the heavy
communication inherent in such computations. This is exacerbated
in scale-free networks, such as social and web graphs, which contain hub vertices that have large degrees and therefore send a large
number of messages over the network. Furthermore, many graph algorithms and computations send the same data to each of the neighbors of a vertex. Our proposed approach recognizes this, and reduces communication performed by the algorithm without change
to user-code, through a hierarchical machine model imposed upon
the input graph. The hierarchical model takes advantage of locale
information of the neighboring vertices to reduce communication,
both in message volume and total number of bytes sent. It is also
able to better exploit the machine hierarchy to further reduce the
communication costs, by aggregating traffic between different levels of the machine hierarchy. Results of an implementation in the
STAPL GL shows improved scalability and performance over the
traditional level-synchronous approach, with 2.5 × −8× improvement for a variety of graph algorithms at 12, 000+ cores.

1.1

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.1.3 [Programming Techniques]: Concurrent Programming—Parallel Programming; D.2.13
[Software Engineering]: Reusable Software—Reusable Libraries
Keywords Parallel Graph Processing, Graph Analytics; Big Data;
Distributed Computing.

1.

Techniques

Our approach allows users to write fine-grained vertex-centric algorithms in order to expose the maximum parallelism and abstract
the user from details of parallelism, while taking advantage of the
machine hierarchy and locality information to optimize communication and improve scalability and performance. The graph algorithms do not change, allowing the reuse of existing vertex-centric
algorithms.

Our approach is implemented in the STAPL framework [2], by extending the STAPL Graph Library (STAPL GL) [3, 4], a distributedmemory graph library. STAPL GL expresses algorithms using two
operators [4] – a vertex operator that performs computation, and a
neighbor operator that updates neighboring vertices with the result
of that computation. The two operators are executed on the input
graph by the graph paradigm, which controls the execution of the
algorithm. We added a hierarchical level-synchronous paradigm to
take advantage of the machine hierarchy. The API of STAPL GL did
not change as our technique is implemented at the paradigm level,
and is therefore transparent to the user. This also allowed the use of
existing STAPL GL algorithms without modification.
We create a hierarchy for the input graph based on our knowledge of the machine hierarchy and the data-distribution information of the input graph. The hierarchical graph is then passed to the
paradigm, which only needs to send the result of a vertex’s computation once for every super-edge instead of once for every edge.
We also create a hierarchical level specialized for hub-vertices,
which reduces all messages to a hub-vertex from the same location
to a single value, which is then communicated to the hub. The hubvertex can then reduce the incoming values to a single value.
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Implementation

Results

We evaluated the Graph500 benchmark application [1] that simulates data-intensive HPC workloads. The benchmark performs
breadth-first traversals of the input graph from multiple source vertices. The Graph 500 input graph simulates social networks and
web-graphs and exhibits small-world scale-free behavior, i.e., it
has a short diameter (< 16 hops) and vertices with very high outdegrees. These high out-degree vertices (hubs) cause scalability
bottlenecks due to communication.
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Figure 2. Scalability (Throughput, log-scale) of various algorithms using hierarchical approach. Graph500 input graph with 4
billion vertices and 64 billion edges at 12,288 cores.
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Figure 1. Communication reduction using hierarchical approach
and (b) Scalability (Throughput) of BFS on Graph500 benchmark.
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Figure 1(a) compares the number of bytes communicated in the
base-line level-synchronous approach with that in our hierarchical
approach. As can be observed, the hierarchical approach is able to
significantly reduce the number of bytes sent over the network by
2.7 × −3.3×. This directly translates to the performance of the algorithm (Figure 1(b)), where we observe around a 1.8 × −2.1×
improvement in performance over the base level-synchronous algorithm. For example, at 512 cores, BFS on the Graph 500 input
graph communicated (sent/received) 33.87 GB of data across the
system in the base (flat) case. This was reduced to 12.56 GB for
our hierarchical approach and then further to 10.3 GB for the hird
erarchical with hubs approach. With the network sending 31 the
data, we observe an improvement in performance.
Our approach also naturally scales to larger machines and other
algorithms, as shown in Figure 2, which shows a 2.35× performance improvement for breadth-first search, a 7.26 × −8.54× improvement for connected components, a 3.6 × −3.95× improvement for PageRank, and a 4.43 × −5.84× improvement in k-core
decomposition. We attribute these improvements to lower communication and better load-balance provided by the hierarchical approach, which improves scalability, as we will demonstrate in this
section on 12, 288 cores on a Cray XE6 machine.
Furthermore, as shown in Figure 3, the performance improvement provided by the hierarchy is highly dependent on the graph
structure, where denser graphs observe a larger benefit. However,
even for the worst-case, the performance is on par with the nonhierarchical algorithm.
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